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About This Software

IPackthat - UV-Layout Packer

Tired of packing your UV-Layout for 3D Meshes?
IPackThat is the go to tool for automatic uv 5d3b920ae0

Title: IPackThat
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Utilities
Developer:
Piranha Bytes Distribution UG&Co KG
Publisher:
Piranha Bytes Distribution UG&Co KG
Release Date: 6 Oct,

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x64

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 12 MB available space
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Loading and packing of heavy meshes takes forever or plainly crushes the software. Too expensive for it's functionality and
limited use case. Asked for a refund. Will keep using Headus UVLayout.. Gets hung up on itself often and occasionally crashes.
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Run it again and it will work with varying degrees of success. used to work fine but need some stability updates before I can
recommend it to anybody else.. do not buy it.never. Some of my friends say that I have Stockholm syndrome. Why? With
4500+ unwraps in the past year, I might have started to feel empathy, sympathy, and even positive feelings towards unwrapping.
Its so bad actually that I am at the point where I even defend unwrapping as an art form. As for IPackThat: I can watch it go for
hours, just watching the algorithms combine those adorable UV Islands and knowing this awesome piece of software can do as
good a job as me, and in most cases. Even better.. I love iPackThat because it's huuuge time saver.. works on my girlfriend's pc
but it won't run on mine. when it is working it gets the job done pretty well.. Is the best UV packing software out there however,
a recent update seems to have broken it. I've tried it on new installations of Windows 10, and Windows 7 it no longer works. I
have reached out to the coumminty discussions and emailing the developer directly without an response. I will update this to a
positive review if this ever gets fixed because it is legitimately good software when you can actually use it.
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